The effects of selective glutamate receptor antagonists on synchronized firing bursts in layer III of rat visual cortex.
In the rat visual cortex in vitro, single-shock stimulations applied to the border between layer VI and the white matter evoke synchronized burst-firing by units in layer III. We have examined the effects of glutamate receptor antagonists on this activity, with antagonists applied via the bath to allow correlation of effects with concentrations. All synaptically driven components (recorded extracellularly as field potential 'S2' spikes, dipoles 'W1' and 'W2', and coinciding single-unit spikes) were inhibited by greater than 90% in 1.0 mM kynurenic acid and in 3 or 10 microM 6-cyano-7-nitroquinoxaline-2,3-dione (CNQX, which selectively blocks AMPA/kainate receptors). S2 spike amplitudes were reduced by half in 0.7 microM CNQX. 2-Amino-5-phosphonovalerate (APV), a specific blocker of NMDA receptors, did not prevent S2 spike burst or horizontal spread of bursting within layer III. However, APV reduced the duration of synchronized bursts and the slower potentials which followed. In Mg(2+)-free medium, new components appeared which were APV-sensitive: (1) low amplitude spikes, distributed spatially like S2 spike, but recurring more slowly, and (2) slow potentials, distributed spatially like W1 and W2 potentials, but lasting for hundreds of milliseconds. The amplitudes of these spikes were reduced by half in 3 microM D-APV. Our data imply that: (1) glutamate receptors play a major role in mediating local, excitatory neurotransmission in the supragranular layers of neocortex, with NMDA and AMPA/kainate subtypes each subserving somewhat different functions; (2) AMPA/kainate receptors mediate rapid excitatory transmission between layer III neurons, responsible for driving the first 15 ms of synchronized bursts; (3) currents gated by NMDA receptors determine the duration of coherent firing bursts, and drive asynchronous neuronal firing following bursts; and (4) under conditions which circumvent block by extracellular Mg2+, activation of NMDA receptors greatly enhances and prolongs the response to single-shock stimulations. In vivo, activation of layer III neurons is likely to depend significantly upon currents gated by NMDA receptors whenever repetitively firing excitatory inputs summed over several tens of milliseconds provide enough depolarization to lift block by extracellular Mg2+.